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Can these diagnostic  images    become data instead of just pictures? Can we 
go beyond eyeballs or estimate? 

 CD8  pankeratin 
Breast Tumor infiltrating 
lymphocytes  

Brightfield and fluorescent Models: Routine HE tissue stain of bone marrow, 
reticulin fibers stain for fibrosis in bone  marrow and fluorescent probes in cells 



Future of healthcare  



Approach to Segmentation Goals 

A good segmentation is typically one which  satisfies the user 
requirements, fits the model system for wide generalization, 
fast implementation and applicability:  

 App -fits my workflow as pathologist, really fast 

 - adapt to the heterogeneity of images by using the common 
thread from these images, no matter how different 

 - should be multidisciplinary, as   collaboration between 
scientists, medical persons, and computer engineers. 



Image Data: common thread? 

• Red,Blue, Green channels contain all the 
information on objects. 

• Hue, saturation and Brightness channels also 
have useful information on all these objects 

• Combination of above  channels allow 
application in a wide variety of tissue of 
different tissue stains using standard 
segmentation bioengineering tools in a 
defined  ordered sequence 
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Light Stain Histograms
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Basic color of tissue stains and their H, S, I histograms 



  

Workshop paradigm 

• We created a workshop paradigm : set of tools in the workshop 
used in a defined sequence, ie best chisels, planes, tools,  as 
analogy  for example, to convert Planks of Honduras Mahogany to a 
Queen Ann table. 

• We premise  a strategy  of using a pipeline of primitive, 
familiar, but reliable segmentation thresholding and object 
partitioning tools using the workshop model: thresholding 
histogram  by intermeans or max entropy, bit or grayscale 
masks, Watershed, Voronoi  tesselations, Centroids, Math 
morphology, image math  

• Will lead to robust APPS in any number of target antigens 
or tissue (bone marrow, stroma or any biomarkers,etc ) 

• And  handle  brightfield or  fluorescent images  
 



 An app should be versatile, and  based on a workshop paradigm: we called 

hematometrics, by using only a limited set of good segmentation tools  applied to widely 

different tissue materials to  create customized final segmentation results .   

 CD8  pankeratin 
Breast Tumor infiltrating 
lymphocytes  

Brightfield and fluorescent Models: Routine HE tissue stain of bone marrow, 
reticulin fibers stain for fibrosis in bone  marrow and fluorescent probes in cells 
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Tumor infiltrating 
VIRTUALFLOW  TUPLES
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Tissue microarray virtual flow High throughput analysis 

Corresponding virtualflow tissue cytomics  



Area under the ROC 

curve 

Area 1.000 

Std. Error 0.0 

95% confidence 

interval 

1.000 to 

1.000 

P value < 0.0001 

Area under the ROC 

curve 

Area 0.9286 

Std. Error 0.06883 

95% confidence interval 0.7936 to 1.064 

P value 0.0001 



Pathologist
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r = 0.9866 

r2= 0.9735  
p<0.0001 

Results demonstrate positive strong correlation 
between the manual grading and computer 
grading using our test and control groups.  
The correlation was high with  r 0.9735 
(nonparametric  Spearman p<0.0001).   



Results demonstrate positive strong correlation between the manual 
grading and computer grading using our test and control groups.  

In the test group, the mean reticulin manual grading is 1.8 ( 95% CI 1.58 - 
2.07) vs AUTORETIC mean of 1.734 with 95% CI( 1.47 - 1.99) with no 

significant difference between the mean( SD).  The correlation was high 
with  r 0.98 (nonparametric  Spearman p<0.0001).   

 

MANUAL == 2 

 AUTO RETIC = 3.0 

 AUTO RETIC = 2.0 

MANUAL ==  2.5 



 

So in these limited examples, 
data could be obtained.  
 
 
Is this a better way than just 
eyeballing and estimating 
metrics in everyday pathology 
work? 
 

Virtual Flow cytometry and hematometrics in Pathology and research 



 High disagreement without use of computerized image analysis. 

The low agreement  
is not the fault of 
pathologists, but lies 
from the limitation 
of our visual system  
We are good with 
linear scales but the 
brown staining are 
in logarithmic scale 
from 0 to 1 log 

Biomarker grading  
1+ to 4+ of same 
slides to 10 
pathologists 
without and with 
computer aid 

Gaussian in log x scale  
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Limitation of the human eye 

1. Resolution is limited to 0.1 mm 
2. Limited perception of intensity 

difference (can differentiate up to 40 
grays  ) in linear scale 

3. Inability to separate hue from other 
components  or susceptible to 
surround illusion 

4. Perceive “false” contours and  
illusions 



How Virtual Flow/ Hematometrics differs from most    
commercially image analysis  packages available? 
. 

Virtual Flow  

ACIS 

Virtual Flow/ Hematometrics  is more suited to 
cell events counting , with ratios based on 
single cells  or intracellular single cells. 

Most other systems are pixel and 
color ratio based, for antigen density   



Comparison with area analysis 

  

52% 
objects 
area 



Hodgkin lymphoma  
Area percent image analysis vs Positive and Negatively Stained 

Single cell Detection 
Sample  internet obtained image and 
area-based result (Company X) 

Comparison result using our cytomics 
approach 



 Virtual Flow Hematometrics will help in automating counting tissue 
markers or putting data on tissue as metrics. It is counting cell events, 
or subcellular objects or any target objects. 

Lymph node 
marked with 
anti CD8 or T 
suppressor  

Tissues are 
sections of 
cells that have 
8 to 32 
microns cell 
diameter 

5 um 



 DIGITAL PATHOLOGY AND   VIRTUAL FLOW CYTOMETRY 

SMART PHONE(sp) :=    WHOLE SLIDE IMAGING 

APPS   :=  VIRTUAL FLOW CYTOMETRY 

WORKFLOW INTEGRATION WITH EASE 
EASY ACCESS TO AN APPLICATION 
LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP 
STANDARDIZED RESULTS AND UNIFIED EXPERIENCE 

STORE+ SHARING + NETWORK + DATABASE =  VFLOW + 



App: Traditional vs Computational 
Molecular Pathology 

Image analysis cancer %= 43 

BRAF and KRAS DNA 
sequencing requires at least 
20% tumor in tissue- then a go 
for Sanger or Next generation 
DNA sequencing . 



Virtual flow app 



NOT ANTIGEN QUANT 
 
For CLIA LAB 
DIAGNOSTICS 
Or TISSUE METRICS 
  
Works with any 
microscope with any CCD 

RESEARCH APP BIOMARKERS 



 
There is a better way to just eyeballing and estimating 
metrics in everyday pathology images using digital 
pathology and virtual flow cytometry. 
 
 Virtual Flow does true counting with ratios based on 
single cells, the positive over total cells ( positive and 
negative cells) to generate a dual population dot plot 
parametric  displays which is next generation above 
area analysis. 
 
The virtual flow  extend to  hematometrics or   to 
oncology metrics using a novel workshop paradigm 
applicable to wide variety of any color digital images to  
create custom final segmentation results to get data 
from pictures and to push traditional pathology to a 
next generation computational pathology .   

Virtual Flow cytometry in Pathology 



• The advances may help in 
augmenting traditional pathology 
into computational pathology in line 
with precision medicine and 
genomics. 
 

 

Computational Pathology 




